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BITS PILANI K.K. BIRLA GOA CAMPUS 

I SEMESTER 2019-20  MIDTERM EXAM 

 ECON F213: Mathematical and Statistical Methods in Economics 

Total Marks: 30        5/10/2019        Time: 90 minutes  

Instructions:  

1. Make an Index of your answers in the Main Answer Book 

2. Maintain the sequence of questions while writing your answers. 

Part A 

1. Consider a competitive market characterized by demand function          and supply 

function        , where                . Analyze the impact of the following 2 

alternative policies on the endogenous variables in this model. 

 

a) The government would give subsidy of s per unit to the producers. 

b) The government would give subsidy of s per unit to the consumers. 

You are expected to provide mathematical and graphical analysis.    [5] 

2. Consider a profit maximizing firm operating in a perfectly competitive market where market 

price is P*. The Total cost function of the firm is F+C(q) where F is fixed cost and C(q) is 

variable cost of production. Suppose initially the profit maximizing output of the firm is q*.  

 

Examine the validity of the following statement using mathematical and graphical analysis: 

“If the government imposes a lump-sum (fixed) tax of T on the firm, then the firm should 

optimally reduce its output level below q*.”      [5] 

 

3. Consider a profit-maximizing firm operating in a perfectly competitive market. Suppose the Total 

Cost function of the firm is 300503
10
1 23  qqq where q denotes output produced. If market 

price is 20, calculate the optimal output of this profit-maximizing firm. Show all the relevant 

steps for full credit.          [5] 
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Part B 

4. a. Compute the quartiles of the distribution given below. Which graph you would prefer to use for 

checking those calculated values. Draw the graph manually.                [2+1=3] 

 

Height in inches 57.5-60 60-62.5 62.5-65 65-67.5 67.5-70 70-72.5 72.5-75 

Number of students 6 26 190 281 412 127 38 

  

b. Why Standard Deviation is more important characteristic than Variance?  [1] 

  

5. Customers are used to evaluate preliminary product design. In the past, 95% of highly successful 

products received good reviews, 60% of moderately successful products received good reviews, 

and 10% of poor products received good reviews. In addition, 40% of products have been highly 

successful, 35% have been moderately successful, and 25% have been poor products. 

a. Calculate the probability that a product attains a good review with the help of a tree diagram. 

           [2] 

b. If a new design attains a good review, what is the probability that it will be a highly 

successful product?         [1] 

c. If a product does not attain a good review, what is the probability that it will be a highly 

successful product?         [1] 

 

6. An installation technician for a specialized communication system is dispatched to a city only 

when three or more orders have been placed. Suppose orders follow a Poisson distribution with a 

mean of 0.25 per week for a city with a population of 100,000 and suppose your city contains a 

population of 800,000. What is the probability that a technician is required after a one-week 

period?           [2]  

 

7. Assume that yesterday the high prices of a commodity followed normal random variable with 

mean=10 and std. dev= ¼. What is the shortest interval that has probability 0.95 including 

yesterday’s highest price of the commodity?      [2.5] 

 

 

8. Explain the lack of memory property of the exponential distribution.   [2.5]  
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